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\textbf{Abstract:} Recent research argues that the United States is secularizing, that this religious change is consistent with the secularization thesis, and that American religion is not exceptional. But we show that rather than religion fading into irrelevance as the secularization thesis would suggest, intense religion—strong affiliation, very frequent practice, literalism, and evangelicalism—is persistent and, in fact, only moderate religion is on the decline in the United States. We also show that in comparable countries, intense religion is on the decline or already at very low levels. Therefore, the intensity of American religion is actually becoming more exceptional over time. We conclude that intense religion in the United States is persistent and exceptional in ways that do not fit the secularization thesis.
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\textit{A}mericans have rapidly disaffiliated from religion since the late 1980s (Hout and Fischer 2014). Some argue the religious change occurring in the United States is consistent with the secularization thesis (e.g., Bruce 2011; Marwell and Demerath 2003), but others disagree (e.g., Hout and Fischer 2002, 2003, 2014). The secularization thesis asserts that as a result of ongoing modernization and the advance of science, religion will become increasingly irrelevant in public and private life. This pattern appears to be borne out in several advanced industrial societies where religion has grown increasingly irrelevant in the public sphere and in people’s everyday lives, but whether the United States fits this pattern is less clear. Voas and Chaves (2016) recently challenged the notion that American religion is exceptional and provided a persuasive argument that the United States fits the secularization thesis. Demonstrating a clear downward trend in American religiosity as measured by affiliation, practice, and belief,\textsuperscript{1} they concluded the United States is secularizing in the same way as comparable countries. We are convinced by the steep downward trend in average religiousness noted by Voas and Chaves (2016). Clearly, America appears to be secularizing. We are not yet convinced, however, by the assertion that the religious change occurring in the United States fits the secularization thesis. Is America really secularizing like other countries where religion is simply fading into obscurity? Or could average U.S. religiosity be declining despite, or maybe even because of, persistently intense religion?

Most research on religious change in the United States has focused on the rise of the unaffiliated or on declining average religiosity. Therefore, we know less about whether and how intense religion\textsuperscript{2} (e.g., strong affiliation, very frequent religious practice, biblical literalism, and evangelicalism)—arguably the most socially impactful type of religion—is changing. If the United States fits the secularization...
thesis, then we might expect that the most intensely religious Americans are moving toward being moderately religious and the moderately religious toward leaving religion altogether. Rather than symmetric decline across all levels of religiosity, however, religious change in the United States could be driven by a decline of moderate religion. The downward trend in average American religiousness may then be less the result of a society-wide fading of the importance of religion to people’s lives—which we would expect on the basis of the secularization thesis—and more a function of the politicization of American religion in the late 1980s following the rise of the Christian Right. This politicization of American religion may have, as Hout and Fischer (2002, 2014) suggested, driven moderates out of religion but not necessarily decreased the intensity of American religion.

In fact, moderates leaving religion in America could be, at least in part, a reaction against high-intensity American religionists, strict religion, and the contemporary link between religion and right-wing politics in the United States (Djupe, Neiheisel, and Sokhey 2017; Hout and Fischer 2002, 2014). As Iannaccone (1994) contended, strict religion with intense requirements and sectarian worldviews is particularly strong in the United States. In addition to stating that a moderate level of strictness strengthens commitment to religion, Iannaccone also argued that too much strictness and intensity can push away those more loosely tied to religion. If it is primarily moderate religionists and those with loose ties to their religions driving the decline in average American religiosity, then we may be seeing more of a polarization of religion than a pattern consistent with the secularization thesis. American religion, therefore, may be persistently relevant to the public sphere, and intense religionists may increasingly define religious perspectives. Cultural divides could subsequently become even more pronounced, as there are fewer moderately religious people to bridge the divide between intense religionists and secularists.

Although religion in America may be following the trend of other countries on average, on the basis of Hout and Fischer’s (2002, 2014) work on the politicization of American religion, we suspect that intense religionists will increasingly define religion in the United States and that this religious makeup is—and will continue to be—unique compared to other wealthy, secularizing countries. Using data from the General Social Survey (1989 to 2016)—the same data used by Voas and Chaves as well as Hout and Fischer—and the International Social Survey Programme (ISSP) (1991, 2008, and 2014), we show that the United States has demonstrated sustained levels of intense religiosity across key measures over the past few decades that are unique when compared to other advanced industrial societies. We argue, therefore, that religious change in the United States is demonstrably different than that occurring in comparable countries and that the United States remains an exceptional outlier and potential counterexample to the secularization thesis.

The Persistent Intensity of American Religion

Using the General Social Survey, we disaggregate the highest and lowest religion categories from the middle categories to examine change (or lack thereof) in the percentage of people across three groups: the most intensely religious, the least religious, and those in between. Our figures will present the percentage of Americans
in each of these categories over time—in addition to accompanying trend lines\(^3\) and 95 percent confidence intervals—for measures of belonging, behaving, and believing that measure both levels of religiousness (strength of affiliation, prayer frequency, and attendance frequency) and types of religious belief and identity (view of the Bible and type of affiliation). By focusing on the highest categories—such as being “strongly” affiliated, attending religious services more than once a week, and believing in biblical literalism—we parallel Iannaccone’s (1994) work on strict religion. We focus on the time period from the end of the 1980s to today, during which disaffiliation has been occurring most rapidly, but we will also note some longer-term patterns for measures available back to the 1970s.\(^4\)

Looking first at strength of religious affiliation over time in Figure 1, we see the known pattern of the rapid rise of the unaffiliated, who have more than doubled as a percentage of the total population from 1989 to 2016. But we also find a patently persistent level of strong affiliation from 1989 to 2016. There is some year-to-year fluctuation but a very stable trend line.\(^5\) Therefore, as Figure 1 clearly demonstrates,

---

**Figure 1:** Strength of affiliation over time, General Social Survey. Source: General Social Survey, 1989 to 2016. Note: The GSS affiliation strength categories are created by using two items. First, respondents are asked their affiliation. If they have one, they are then asked whether they are a strong or not strong [their affiliation]. “Not strong” affiliation in the figure includes both those who said they had a “not strong” affiliation and those who volunteered “somewhat strong.”
the rise of the unaffiliated is due solely to a dramatic decline of the moderately religious. Because strong affiliation remains stable while weaker affiliations have declined, those with a strong affiliation actually make up a larger share of the affiliated population over time. In 1989, 39 percent of those with an affiliation were strongly affiliated (36 percent of Americans had a strong affiliation, which is 39 percent of the 92 percent of Americans who were religiously affiliated in 1989). But in 2017, 47 percent of those with an affiliation were strongly affiliated. Therefore, as a larger proportion of the population disaffiliates, a larger share of the remaining religionists identify as more intensely religious. Additional analyses demonstrate that the growing proportion of intense religionists—as measured by strength of affiliation and other religion indicators—remains important for predicting politics. In fact, as might be expected on the basis of Hout and Fischer’s work on politics.
Figure 3: Religious service attendance frequency over time, General Social Survey. Source: General Social Survey, 1989 to 2016. Note: The nine GSS attendance response options are never = 1, less than once a year = 2, once a year = 3, several times a year = 4, once a month = 5, several times a month = 6, nearly weekly = 7, once a week = 8, and more than once a week = 9. “Attend sometimes” includes response options 2 through 8.

...and affiliation, the political gap between intense religionists and secularists has become somewhat larger over time.7

Figure 2 shows the pattern for prayer frequency. Unlike the rise of the unaffiliated, there is no rise in those who rarely or never pray.8 Not only has the most infrequent prayer category not increased, but the most frequent category has actually increased over time. This slight upward trend in the proportion of the American public who report praying multiple times per day is a function of decline in the more moderate prayer frequency categories, and the most frequent prayer category now makes up a substantially larger proportion of those who pray. In 1989, 31 percent of those who prayed at least once a week did so multiple times a day. In 2016, 40 percent of this group prayed multiple times a day.

Moving from prayer to attendance, Figure 3 shows that, again, the highest category is not declining. Although there were never many people in the category of more-than-weekly attendance, the number in this group is conspicuously consistent.9 The rise of those who never attend religious services is solely a function of a substantial decline in the middle categories.
The previous measures have focused on levels of religiousness, but we now explore types of religious beliefs and identities. Looking at views of the Bible in Figure 4—which is a particularly strong predictor of political views—we see an upward trend in those who see the Bible as a book of fables. But again, the increase in this more secular category is a function of a decline in those who have a more moderate view of the Bible. Biblical literalism persists at about the same level over this time period.

Finally, turning to different types of affiliations, we see in Figure 5 that evangelicals (as measured using the Steensland et al. [2000] schema) are not on the decline in the same way as more moderate religious affiliations. In fact, additional analyses going further back in time demonstrate that evangelicals grew from 1972, when they were 18 percent of the population, to a steady level of about 28 percent from 1989 to 2016. Mainline Protestants, perhaps the most moderate of American religionists, have declined particularly rapidly from 35 percent of the population in 1972 to 12 percent of the population in 2016. Notably, rapid disaffiliation started shortly after evangelicalism rapidly grew and rose to prominence in the public sphere.

We argued that measurement decisions are important in the study of religious change, and for theoretical reasons, we intentionally focused on the most intense
Additional analyses show that, as might be expected on the basis of Hout and Fischer’s work, the most intense religion categories are the most persistent. As we illustrate in Figure 6, alternative specifications could be employed to support different narratives. Prayer frequency—which was not included in Voas and Chaves’ (2016) study—actually appears to be increasing if coded as more-than-daily versus all others or as daily-or-more versus all others. But if it is dichotomized as weekly-or-more versus all other prayer frequencies, one could argue that prayer frequency is not changing. Trends in attendance frequency can be more readily employed to argue for secularization: only the highest category of more-than-weekly attendance is persistent. Dichotomizing at weekly-or-more attendance yields a slight downward trend, and dichotomizing at monthly-or-more attendance—as Voas and Chaves did—demonstrates a steeper downward trend.

Rather than growing irrelevance of religion in America as suggested by the secularization thesis, rising secularism is solely a function of the decline of moderate religion, as would be expected on the basis of Hout and Fischer’s (2002, 2014) argument. The highest levels of religious commitment and involvement remain...
Figure 6: Alternative prayer and attendance frequency dichotomizations. Source: General Social Survey, 1989 to 2016.
steady, as do literalism and sectarian identity, demonstrating the persistent intensity of American religion. Because the more moderate groups are shrinking as the more intense categories persist, these intense categories make up a growing proportion of those who are religious.

The Exceptional Intensity of American Religion

We have shown that the intensity of American religion is persistent across measures, but is this intensity exceptional? More specifically, is there a persistently large, highly religious group resistant to social change across countries, or is this pattern specific to the United States? To compare the United States to similar countries, we use data from the ISSP, a cross-national survey collaboration that includes the U.S. General Social Survey. We use the 2008 religion module (which included prayer frequency and view of the Bible) and the more recent 2014 citizenship module (which included attendance frequency). In order to follow Voas and Chaves’ (2016) focus on countries comparable to the United States in terms of culture and economy, we limit our analysis to historically Christian countries with a per capita GDP of at least $25,000.10

Panel A of Figure 7 presents the percentage of respondents who pray multiple times a day in the United States and comparable countries.11 The figure includes the percentages for each available country as well as averages both including and excluding the United States. As the figure demonstrates, the United States clearly stands out as exceptional: almost one in three Americans prays multiple times a day, but the average for other countries is only about one in fifteen. Panel B of Figure 7 presents the rate of more-than-weekly attendance. Again, the United States stands out as exceptional, with a rate of more-than-weekly attendance about twice as high as the second-highest country and more than three times as high as the average for other countries.12

Clearly, high-frequency religious practice is exceptional in the United States, but maybe American beliefs are not so unique. Panel C of Figure 7 presents the percentage of respondents who believe the Bible is the literal word of God.13 This was an optional question and thus was not fielded in as many countries. Again, the United States stands out as exceptional, with about a third of the American public saying the Bible is the literal word of God. In Ireland, the only other country where more than 10 percent of the public are biblical literalists, fewer than one in five people are biblical literalists.

Voas and Chaves (2016) argued that the United States is secularizing similarly to what has occurred in other countries and that it will become less exceptional over time. To consider change across countries, Table 1 presents shifts in intense religion since the first ISSP religion module fielded in 1991. The United States was not so exceptional on the highest level of prayer frequency in 1991, with Ireland actually scoring higher at 22 percent praying more than daily. But since 1991, Americans have become more likely (and people in other countries have become less likely) to pray multiple times a day. Subsequently, in 2008 praying multiple times a day was more than twice as common in the United States than in any of the other countries considered. Although the pattern for attendance is not as dramatic as
Figure 7: Cross-national intense religion, International Social Survey Programme. Source: International Social Survey Programme, 2008 and 2014. Note: Limited to historically Christian countries where the religion questions included the high intensity option and per capita GDP was at least $25,000 (World Bank 2010). View of the Bible was an optional question fielded in only some countries.
for the highest prayer category, the United States has also become a bit more exceptional on the highest level of attendance frequency.\textsuperscript{14} Finally, biblical literalism is uncommon and/or declining in countries besides the United States, whereas the United States has a persistently high level of literalism.\textsuperscript{15} Overall, intense religion is low and/or declining in countries comparable to the United States. But the intensity of American religion is high and persistent, which is making the United States even more exceptional over time.

On each of these measures, the intensity of American religion stands out as exceptional in relation to comparable countries, and this exceptionalism is not decreasing over time. If anything, the persistent intensity of American religion means that the United States is becoming increasingly unique.
Conclusion

Voas and Chaves (2016) showed that average religiousness is declining in the United States, similar to the secularization occurring in other countries, and concluded, therefore, that religion in America is not exceptional, not “declining in a distinctive way,” (p. 1524), and “not any sort of outlier” (p. 1550). We have demonstrated, however, that only moderate religion has declined and that the intensity of American religion is persistent and exceptional. The decline of moderate religion is not, therefore, a pervasive secularization consistent with the secularization thesis. Instead, it appears to be a reaction of moderates against religion that has become too intense, too strict, and too politicized in the face of social change (Hout and Fischer 2002, 2014; Iannaccone 1994). Therefore, although religion can gain strength by distinguishing itself from society, it needs to adjust to social change or else risk becoming too distinctive and alienating moderates (Iannaccone 1994; Schnabel 2016).

We have shown that American religion is becoming increasingly exceptional in its intensity. Rather than religion as a whole declining and fading into irrelevance—as we would expect on the basis of the secularization thesis—the political backlash noted by Hout and Fischer (2002, 2014) appears to be emptying the more moderate categories of American religion. Yes, we could call this religious change a different type of secularization, but we could also, and perhaps more accurately, call it the polarization of religion in the United States. This pattern of moderates changing and an intransigent category persisting parallels other work on social change in the United States, such as Powell and colleagues’ (2010) research on same-sex marriage attitudes: they found that moderates frequently changed their perspective, but those most opposed to same-sex marriage were less likely to change. Likewise, as American religion has become increasingly politicized, moderates have been leaving it. But the most ardently and dogmatically religious persist and now make up a larger share of those who are religious. Even as those who attend religious services sometimes shift toward never attending, there is not a decline in those who attend more than weekly—therefore, clergy are increasingly preaching to the choir.

That American religion is not becoming irrelevant or any less intense has important societal implications. For many social and political issues, there is only a modest distinction between the views of the moderately religious and the non-religious but a large distinction between intense religionists and everyone else (Schnabel and Sevell 2017). The persistent intensity of American religion in conjunction with the decline of moderate religion may produce a widening cultural gulf between rising secularists and persistently intense religionists. Subsequently, symbolic boundaries could become more clearly demarcated as there are fewer people to bridge the cultural chasm between the most and least religious Americans. Whereas religion is simply irrelevant to many secularists in comparable societies used to illustrate the secularization thesis, secular and spiritual-but-not-religious Americans often define themselves in opposition to politicized strict religion (Lipka 2016). And although religion is simply becoming less salient in other societies, it remains important in the public sphere and central to cultural divides in the United States. Therefore, rather than following the pattern we would expect on the basis of
the secularization thesis, American religion remains persistently and exceptionally intense.

Notes

1 Religiosity, or levels of religiousness, can be measured in a number of different ways, usually with measures of belonging (e.g., strength of affiliation) and behaving (e.g., frequency of religious service attendance), which clearly measure levels of religiousness. Much research also treats belief (e.g., belief in literalism) as an element of religiousness, but beliefs are typically better understood as measures of types rather than levels of religiousness. In this study we focus on what we call intense religion, which we consider to be both a level (the highest levels of commitment and practice) and type (sectarian and literalist) of religion.

2 “Intense religion” refers to a range of related but distinct factors—similar to the “strictness” of American religion highlighted by Kelley (1972) and Iannaccone (1994)—that may be unique to the United States, including strong commitment, very frequent practice, literalism, and sectarian affiliation.

3 We also looked at lowess (locally weighted scatterplot smoothing) fit lines. These lines were very similar to the linear predictions, suggesting that the linear predictions we present for this time period fit the data well.

4 The rapid disaffiliation during this time period, Hout and Fischer (2002, 2014) argue, has been driven in large part by political backlash against the Religious Right.

5 In fact, the percentage of people with a strong affiliation has been consistent all the way back to 1974, when this variable was first fielded.

6 We also considered patterns among young people on this and other measures and found similar patterns of persistent intensity. Looking just at people aged 25 and under—a relatively small proportion of the sample for which we would expect some year-to-year fluctuation—26 percent were strongly affiliated in 1974, 22 percent in 1988, and 25 percent in 2016. Whereas strong affiliation remained consistent, no affiliation among those 25 and under almost tripled from 13 percent in 1974 to 35 percent in 2016. The percentages for strong affiliation are lower overall for this group than those for all Americans—which suggests that people may age into strong affiliation, as we are effectively controlling for cohort by looking at the same age group over time—but are similarly consistent.

7 Ancillary regression analyses predicted conservative political views (extremely liberal = 1 to extremely conservative = 7), with strength of affiliation interacted with year. We found a modest but significant interaction effect between strong affiliation vs. no affiliation and survey year. This finding indicates a broadening of the political gap between conservative strong affiliates and the liberal unaffiliated.

8 The General Social Survey now includes a “never pray” option, but this was only included after 2004, so we focus on those who pray multiple times a day, those who pray less than once a week (which includes those who never pray), and those in between.

9 In fact, the percentage of people who attend more than weekly has remained steady all the way back to 1972.

10 Some of the most secular countries in the ISSP could not be included in these analyses because they did not include more-than-daily prayer or more-than-weekly attendance as response options.
11 There were no people who indicated praying multiple times a day in Norway. We checked the original ISSP questionnaire for Norway and the prayer frequency question did include a multiple-times-a-day response option, which it appears no Norwegian respondents selected.

12 Additional analyses considered the United States in comparison to other countries just among young adults to ensure U.S. distinctiveness on this and other measures is not just a function of intense religion among older Americans. We again found U.S. religion distinctively intense among young people.

13 American levels of literalism would be even more exceptional were it not for the view of the Bible question including a “does not apply” option in countries besides the United States. We excluded this “does not apply” category from the calculations for percentage literalist because it was not available in the United States. When including this category in the calculations for percentage literalist in other countries, the percentage who are literalists in countries besides the United States is notably lower, and the United States thus appears even more exceptional.

14 The ISSP changes which countries it includes, and a more-than-weekly attendance option has not been fielded in many countries until more recently, so only the United States and Australia fielded equivalent attendance questions in both 1991 and 2014.

15 Looking back at Figure 4 shows that the “decline” in American literalism from 36 percent to 33 percent was year-to-year fluctuation.

16 Our findings about movement out of the moderate category suggest that social change more generally may be most possible among moderates, whereas the extremes may be more unchangeable. Those seeking to effectively foster social change may want to target moderates rather than trying to change the minds of more entrenched people.
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